Future of Extended
Detection and
Response (XDR)
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As digital transformations continue and remote work becomes the norm,
organizations are looking to improve their security posture without further
straining resources. Extended detection and response (XDR) is an approach that
can streamline security operations and reduce response time, while allowing
security teams to focus on other security priorities.

Pulse and Cisco surveyed 100 IT and security executives who have an XDR
solution to understand the importance of the role it plays in their organization
and the quantitative bene ts their XDR solution provides.
Data collection: September 25 - October 12, 2021

Respondents: 100 IT and security executives

XDR solutions are a critical component of
organizations’ security ecosystem

Executives agree that an XDR solution is a critical part of their organization’s security
architecture (75%), it helps reduce the risk (77%) and cost (67%) of a data breach.

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH EACH
OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS?

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

An Extended Detection and Response (XDR) solution is a
critical part of my organization’s security architecture

1%
22%

53%

21%

3%

My XDR solution helps reduce the risk of a data breach

2%
23%

54%

19%

2%

My XDR solution helps reduce the cost of a data breach

1%
15%

52%

27%

5%

Executives rank endpoint detection and response, identity, and email as the top three
most important XDR components to their organization.

PLEASE RANK YOUR TOP THREE XDR COMPONENTS FROM
MOST TO LEAST IMPORTANT TO YOUR ORGANIZATION.

@
#1 [219]

#2 [118]

#3 [101]

Endpoint detection

Identity

Email

and response (EDR

#4 [55]

Firewall

#5 [36] Network detection and response (NDR)
#6 [36] Vulnerability management
#7 [35] Secure web gateway (SWG)

“Our XDR solution has become an extended arm within our
security maturity platform. Yes, it has become an invaluable
service for the organization to further secure our sensitive data.”
- C-suite, educational services, 501 - 1,000 employees

Most use multiple vendors—but having fewer vendors
can save costs

A majority (60%) of executives say they use between two and four vendors as part
of their XDR solution.

HOW MANY VENDORS DO YOU USE AS A PART OF
YOUR XDR SOLUTION?

60%
2-4 vendors

21%

18%

We’ve

5-7 vendors

consolidated
into 1 vendor

1%
More than
10 vendors

Of those executives who have consolidated into one vendor for their XDR solution,
nearly two-thirds (62%) estimate they save more than $25,000 annually by having
a single vendor.

HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU ESTIMATE YOU SAVE
ANNUALLY BY USING ONLY ONE XDR VENDOR?

5%
Unsure

14%

5%

<$25,001

It costs us more to
use multiple vendors

14%
It costs
the same

29%
14%

$25,001-$50,000

>$100,000

9%
10%

$75,001-$100,000

$50,001-$75,000

For those who use multiple vendors for their XDR solution, 49% estimate they
would save between $25,000 and $100,000 annually by consolidating into fewer
vendors.

HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU ESTIMATE YOU COULD
SAVE ANNUALLY BY CONSOLIDATING YOUR XDR
SERVICES INTO FEWER VENDORS?

6%
Unsure

17%

14%

<$25,001

I think it would
cost the same

20%

14%
>$100,000

$25,001$50,000

11%
$75,001-$100,000

18%
$50,001$75,000

XDR solutions decrease the amount of time
spent responding to threats

Three-quarters (75%) of executives say their XDR solution has decreased the
amount of time it takes their team to

nd and remediate threats.

HOW HAS YOUR XDR SOLUTION CHANGED THE
TIME IT TAKES YOUR TEAM TO FIND AND
REMEDIATE THREATS?

1%
Signi cantly increased the time
it takes to

nd and remediate threats

4%
Somewhat increased

16%

the time it takes to

nd

and remediate threats

Signi cantly decreased
the time it takes to
nd and remediate
threats

20%
No noticeable
change in the
amount of time it
takes to

nd and

remediate threats

59%
Somewhat decreased the time
it takes to

nd and remediate threats

For those whose XDR solution has decreased the amount of time, 75% say they
have seen a 10%-30% improvement in response time.

ROUGHLY HOW MUCH OF AN IMPROVEMENT IN
THREAT DETECTION AND RESPONSE TIMES HAVE YOU
SEEN SINCE IMPLEMENTING AN XDR SOLUTION?

51%

24%

8%

<10%

10%-20%

21-30%

4%

5%

5%

31-40%

41-50%

>50%

3%
Unsure

% improvement in response time

“[Our XDR solution] has enabled us to be proactive (in addition
to being reactive) regarding detecting a breach before it
becomes a major incident. Also, case management and
automated response has been a game changer.”
- C-suite, software, 1,001 - 5,000 employees

Security teams bene t from increased productivity
and e ciency

The majority of executives agree that they have seen a quanti able improvement
in their team’s productivity (74%) and a reduction in analyst e

ort (71%) since

implementing an XDR solution.

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE
WITH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS?

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

I have seen a quanti able improvement in the productivity of
my team since implementing an XDR solution

5%

69%

2%

24%

I have seen a quanti able reduction in analyst e

ort since

implementing an XDR solution

5%

66%

25%

4%

While most executives agree they have seen these bene ts, 35% of
those in C-suite positions responded neutral to both statements.

Executives rank time saved from decreased false positives, greater e

ciency from

automating tasks, and ability to focus on other critical tasks as the top 3 key
bene ts from their XDR solution.

PLEASE RANK THE TOP THREE KEY BENEFITS TO YOUR
SECURITY TEAM FROM YOUR XDR SOLUTION.
Time saved from
decreased false
positives

1

Greater e

ciency from

automating tasks

2

Ability to focus on
other critical tasks

3

Reduced burnout

4

Security teams have more time to focus on other
security priorities

Over three-quarters (78%) of respondents agree that their XDR solution has freed
up time for their teams to focus on other, more signi cant security priorities.

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT: “MY XDR
SOLUTION HAS FREED UP TIME FOR MY TEAM(S)
TO FOCUS ON OTHER, MORE SIGNIFICANT
SECURITY PRIORITIES.”

9%

69%

20%

2%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

In addition, 64% of executives estimate that their XDR solution saves their team
between 10 and 30 hours per week on routine tasks.

HOW MUCH TIME WOULD YOU ESTIMATE YOUR
XDR SOLUTION SAVES YOUR TEAM EVERY WEEK
ON ROUTINE TASKS?

3%
>40 hours

20%
21-30 hours

33%
<10 hours

44%
10-20 hours

Most look for integration capabilities that improve
their security posture

Executives rank integrating and aggregating information from their existing security
tools as the most valuable capability within their XDR solution.

AS IT RELATES TO INTEGRATING APPS AND
PRODUCTS WITHIN YOUR XDR SOLUTION,
PLEASE RANK THE THREE MOST VALUABLE
CAPABILITIES WITHIN YOUR XDR SOLUTION
FROM MOST TO LEAST IMPORTANT.

Integrating and
aggregating information
from my existing security

Accessing third-party

tools

integrations that
enhance my security
posture (e.g. threat

1

Gaining visibility
across multiple
security solutions
and interfaces

3

intelligence)

2

Most (88%) executives say that their XDR solution integration capabilities have
improved their security posture.

WHAT IMPACT HAVE THE CAPABILITIES LISTED IN
QUESTION 7 HAD ON YOUR SECURITY POSTURE?

63%
They’ve improved our
security posture
somewhat

25%
They’ve improved our
security posture
signi cantly

9%
No impact on
our security

3%

posture

They’ve
weakened our
security posture
somewhat

“[XDR] has improved our con dence level. No solution is
100% but this shows we are doing as much as possible to
plug every hole.”
- C-suite, educational services, 501 - 1,000 employees

RESPONDENT BREAKDOWN

REGION

North America 79%

APAC 10%

EMEA 11%

TITLE

COMPANY SIZE
Director

<1,000
employees

56%
14%
10,001+
employees

C-Suite
27%

41%

VP

29%

17%
5,001 - 10,000
employees

Insights powered by

16%

1,001 - 5,000
employees

